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ABSTRACT

The processes involved in plasma and ion beam sputter-deposition of
high temperature superconducting thin films are critically reviewed. Recent
advances in the development of these techniques are discussed in relation to
basic physical phenomena, specific to each technique) which must be
understood before high quality films can be produced. Control of film
composition is a major issue in sputter-deposition of multicomponent
materials. Low temperature processing of films is a common goal for each
technique, particularly in relation to integrating high temperature
superconducting films with the current microelectronics technology, lt has
been understood for some time that for Y1Ba2Cu307 deposition, the most
intensely studied high-Tc compound, incorporation of sufficient oxygen
into the film during deposition is necessary to produce as-deposited
superconducting films at relatively low substrate temperatures. Recent
results have shown that with the use of suitable buffer layers, high quality
Y1Ba2Cu307 sputtered films can be obr.ained on Si substrates without the
need for post-deposition anneal processing.

This review is mainly focussed on issues related to sputter-deposition
of Y1Ba2Cu307 thin films, although representative results concerning the
bismuth and thallium based compounds are included. A complete review

* coveting every aspect of ali the high-Tc compounds would be far too
, lengthy.
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INTRODUCTION

The discoveryof thenew high temperature superconducting materials (1-4) initiated
an intensiveresearch effort in a wide variety of processing techniques inorder to produce
these new materials in different forms, which would allow utilization of the unique
properties they possess. These materials were first synthesized in bulk form, probably
because thehardware involved in producing them is less sophisticated than that necessary
for thin film processing. However, thin films which are well oriented with respect to the
substrate (usually c-axis up) possess higher current carrying capabilities than their
polycrystalline bulk counterparts; this, and the potential for high Tc superconducting film
integration into the microelecu'onics technology, indicates thai perhaps the first practical
applications of the new superconducting oxides will be in thin film form.

Presently, the high temperature superconductingcompounds which appear to be the
most promising, and have bew.nstudied most intensively in thin film form, are: 1)
Y1Ba2Cu307-x (Tc ~ 93 K), with other rare-earth elements sometimes substituted for Y;
2) Bi2Sr2CalCu208 (Tc ~ 85 K) and Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3010 (Tc ~ 110 K), in which partial
Pb substitution for Bi appears to enhance the growth of the 1I0 K phase; and 3)
T12Ba2Ca'_Cu208(Tc ~ 97 K) and TI2Ba2Ca2Cu3OI0 (Tc --'125 K). Both the bismuth
and thallium based compounds have a variety of related superconducting phases, which
differ mainly in the number of Cu-O planes per unit cell. Although the high Tc of the
thallium based compounds make them desirable for technological applications, the
toxicity of thallium has delayed full scale efforts to study thesecompounds. At this time,
it is not clear which materials will be most useful for any given application, because the
superconductingpropertiesand chemical compatibilitywithdifferent materials differ.

The development of automated systems for the production of superconducting f'dms
in an integrateddeposition/pmcesshlg cycle,will helpmeet the requirements for large scale
manufacturing of these materials. Numerous techniques specifically developed for thin
film deposition, and others adapted from more general coating technologies, have been
applied for synthesizing high temperature superconducting films (5). lt appears that
techniques ba.sedon sputtering, laser ablation, or evaporation are emerging as deposition
methods which are compatible with currently used techniques for device fabrication.
These methodsappear capable of producing the high quality, high purity, epitaxial films
necessary to optimize device performance. Other techniques have been applied for the
production of high Tc superconducting films, including, for example, chemic_ vapor
deposition and spin-on processes. These methods, however, have not been studied as
thoroughly as the physical vapor deposition techniques, and may not be as compatible
than those mentioned above for the requirements of superconducting device fabrication
technology. For example, spin-on processing of Y1Ba2Cu307 (6) produces films with
poor grain-grain contact, and f'dmsmust be subjected to an annealing step at > 900 'C in
order to sinter the disconnected islands of superconducting material. Additionally, this
method involves spin.coating of liquid solutionsof suitable precursors onto substrates, or
exposing them to jets of solution. In both cases the film deposition is generally
followed by a lengthy drying process and sintering, which leads to extra (undesirable)
ste.ps in a manufacturing cycle. The microstructures and current density (Jc) values
achieved with these techniques have not been as good as those obtained with vacuum
deposition methods, but this may be due partly to the fact that not as much effort has
beendevoted to these techniques.

A manufacturing process for producing high temperaturesuperconducting f'dms for
technological applications should at least include the following characteristics: 1)
applicability of the processes to deposition of materials with different physical and
chemical properties, 2) compatibility with integrated device processing, which includes
productionof as-deposited high temperature superconductingfilms on substrates ai the
lowest possible temperature, 3) production of high quality, epitaxial films with high
critical currents, 4) simple and low cost deposition with capacity for high deposition
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rates, 5) ability to producepatterned structures, superlattices and layem_l hete.rostructurcs,
and 6) reproducibilityof the deposition process.

In this review, only plasma and ion beam sputter-deposition techniques are
reviewed, while a comprehensive analysis of vapor and laser ablation-deposition
techniques can be found elsewhere (7). Additionally, this review will be limited to
analyzing current technological developments in each method and _,asic phenomena
related to the deposition processes. A thorough examination of these techniques, from
the literature and our own work,has revealed a seriesof advantages and disadvantages for
each method. The YIBa2Cu307.x family of high T c compounds (other rare earth
elements can be substituted for yttrium) have been studied more fully than those of the
bismuth or thallium based compounds. There,tore, this review focuses on the properties
and preparation of sputter deposited Y 1Ba2Cu307, and presents only a limited discussion
concerning the preparation and properties of the Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O and TI-Ba-Ca-Cu-O
classes of high temperature superconductors, lt is impossible to cite ali the literature in
this rapidly growing field of research; therefore, only representative references will be
cited.

REVIEW OF DEPOSITION/PI_OCESSING TECHNIOUES

Plasma Sputter-1)eposition

Systems andPhenomena

In plasma processing techniques (5), deposition of high temperature
superconducting films is achieved by sputtering targets exposed to a dc or rf plasma
discharge generated ina high vacuum chamber back-filled with an inert gas to a pressure
of 0.5-170 mTorr (dc or rf diode sputtering). Most studies have been performed in the 5-
50 mTorr pressure range. For sputter deposition of YBa2Cu307. x films, pure Ar or
mixtures of Ar and 02 gases have been used to produce the plasmas, with the pure Ar
plasmas yielding films with stoichiometries closer to that of the target, whenever
stoichiometric compound targets and nominally unheated substrates were utilized (8-10).
Presently, the most widely accepted reason for this plasma related effect on film
composition is that films are bombarded by energetic neutralized oxygen ions during
growth (as will be discussed later), resulting in a preferential sputtering of Ba and/or Cu
from the growing films (11,12). This resputtering has also been seen to effect the
composition of Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O films sputtered from a single compound targeL,producing
significant variations in the Ca composition across the film (Shah (13)). lt appears that
deposition of the TI basedcompounds also suffers from similar effects (Subramanyam ct
al. (14)).

In these, plasma-based techniques, the sputtering plasma is adjacent to the solid
target, composed of a singlecompound (YBa2CU3OT.x,for example), or elemental target
materials (Y, Ba, Cu or their oxides, for example) symmetrically distributed in front of a
substrate. Typical substrate to target separation distances range from -2 to 10cm. The
target is negatively biased (cathode) so that its surface is bombarded by positive ions
from the plasma, lt is common practice to use magnetic fields to form electron traps
which are configured such that the ExB electron drift currents converge on the cathode
surface. This technique, termed magnetron sputtering (Fig. 1), results in a higher plasma
density, and therefore higher cathode (target) erosion rates and lower discharge voltages
than obtained using diode sputtering methods (15). Magnetron sputter-deposition is one
of the plasma based techniques most widely used at the present time.

The plasma sputter-deposition techniques do have difficulties, especially when
multicomponent oxides are used as targets, as is the case when producing high Tc

s,uperconducfing thin films by using a bulk superconductor target. As explained, it is

ficult to change and control film stoichiometry when using a multicomponent target,
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particularly as the number of components increase. Pn._ferential sputtering and ion
bombardment-induced surface topography can be severe if precautionsregarding the ion
bombardment parameters are not taken; i.e. continuous rotation of the target during
sPuuedng to smooth directional ion-induced surfaceroughness that would otherwise be
produced when using static targets (16). Other problems, related to obtaining layered
structuresand tailoring tile film composition, arediscussed below.
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Fig.1. Cross-sectional view of a magnetron sputtering system for deposition of high Tc
superconductingf'dms.

Preferential sputtering results in compositional changes !_othin the lateral direction
and toa certain depth below the surface of the sputtered target, in the normal direction.
There are corresponding compositional changes in the sputtered fl_, and therefore in the
deposited films. This is a transient condition, since a steady-state situation is generally
achieved in which thesputtering rate of the components of the material are proportional
to the bulk composition (17). However, in many cases, a relatively thick layer must be
removedbefore the sU_.ady-statecondition is reached (17), which can requirebombardment
of the target for as long as 10 hours (18) before the deposition starts. Th;,sextended
bombardment may in turn lead to the development of substantial surface topography
(19), whichcan also affect the sputtered fluxes of the target materials.

To overcome the problems mentioned above, some groups (5), have used
elemental materials (Y, Ba, Cu), or their oxides (¥203, Bag 2, and CuD, for example) in
multitarget arrangements, where ea_, material constitutes a cathode of a magnetron
sputtering system.While this method addresses the issue of preferential sputtering, other
problems are raised. Simultaneous sputter-deposition from elemental target materials
exposed to independent magnetron sources leads to compositionally inhomogeneous
films. Because the targets are located in different positions, the overlapping deposition
fluxes will not be identical at ali points on the substrate, (20-22). This may present a
problem in relation to coverage of large areas with films of uniform stoichiometry and
thickaaess,which must be overcome for applications in the microelectronics technology,
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where the industry is evolving into processing of single large wafers (> 5 inches). One
method to improve compositional homogeneity with multiple sources is to increase the
substrat_ to target distance, but this results in a very inefficient use of target materiats.
An alternadve is to maintain a fixed substrate-target geometry by moving the substrate
sequentially into position in front of each fixed source and alternately depositing thin
layersof each material.

Recendy, other problems related to plasma-assisted deposition have been idealfif_ed,
which are common to methods involving both bulk oxide superconductor targets or
elemental or oxide multi-target arrangements. Impurity incorporation into plasma
sputter-depositedfilms may occur frequently, due to the interaction of the plasma with the
wallsof the deposition chamber.

A major problem, as mentioned briefly above, is the bombardment of the growing
1.....Jsby energetic neutralized oxygen ions, causing re.sputtering of the depositing f'dm.
A relatively large number of O" ions can be produced during the sputtering of oxide
targets. These ions are accelerated through the plasma-catho_ potential fall and
neutralized upon entering the plasma region, _ neutralized O atoms travel throughthe
plasma and impact on the growing films with enough energy to produce undesirable
damage and/or sputtering of the f'dm. This phenomenon, designated as the "negativeion
effect",has recently been demonstratedduring magnetron sputter-depositionof Y-Ba-Cu-O
films from a YBa2Cu307. x compound target (12) and a Y203 , Ba2CO 3, and CuO
multitargetarrangement (I 1). Major consequencesof the secondary particle bombardment
of the growing f'dms that have been observed are: (i) a dramatically reduced ion cum-.ntto
the target (reduced sputtering rate) and increasederosion of, and damage to, the growing
film (Fig. 2a) with an associated stoichiometry change (Fig. 2b); (ii) in extreme cases,
the negative ion effect can actually be severe enough _.oproduce negative growth rates;
(iii) in the case of the elemental-oxide target arrangement mentioned above, where the
substrate is sequentially positioned under each target, film erosion has been observedonly
under the Y203 and Ba2CO3 but not under the CuO targets, which has fueled some

speculations that not only neutralized O" but also other energetic sputtered neutrals
particular to each oxide may contribute to the film erosion (11); and (iv) another effect
observed in the bulk superconductor target case is the rather strong variation in the
deposition/erosion rate as a function of the radial position of the substrate under the
target (Fig. 3). These large resputtering effects have also been clearly demonstratedto
occur (Shah (13)) during the reactive magnetronsputtering of Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O films. As
shown in Fig. 4, f'dmsdeposited directly under the center of the target contain extremely
highCa concentrations, and the.Ca content drops by a factor of four upon moving radially
outward from the center, in a distance of only 3 cm. This compositional nonuniformity
could be minimized by increasing the total system pressure, or by decreasing the oxygen
partial pressure. Klein et al. (23) show that during rf sputtering of Y-Ba-Cu-O, the
composition is a function of the chamber pressure, the applied rf power, and substrate
position.

A number of different methods have been implemented in order to control the
negative ion bombardment effect. A straightforward method is to increase the plasma
pressure such that the energy of the neutralized negative ions is reduced, by multiple
collisions with plasma species, until it is below the energy necessary to resputter the
growing film (24). A second means of obtaining the appropriate film stoichiometry is to
modify the target composition in order to compensate for the preferential sputtering
associated with the negative ion effect (25). This method is time-consuming and
somewhat unreliable since any change in processing parameters may alter the final film
stoichiometry. However, this method has often been utilized. Unconventional
sputtering geometries, in which the substrate is not subject to ion impact (termed "off-
axis sputtering, Fig. 5 (26)), may ameliorate the negative ion effect, at the cost of film
thickness uniformity and deposition rate, This latter factor can be reduced by as much as
two orders of magnitude, which may represent an undesirable situation for commercial
applications of this deposition technique.
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In addition to the negative ion effect discussed above, bombardment of high T c

superconducting oxides by ions originating in the plasma, results in a relatively high yield
of secondaryelectrons, which also bombard the growing film. These electrons may also
contribute to altering the film stoichiometry and characteristics, increase substrate
temperature beyond that purposely and independently established for film processing, and
possibly lead to electron bombardment-induced defects. Terada et al. (27) have recently
investigated different methods (Fig. 6) for minimizing the bombardment of growing films
by secondary electrons _d ions emitted from the target, in an attempt to elucidate their
contributions to undesirable changes in the film characteristics.
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The experimental arrangements shown in Fig. 6 result in the following situations:
(a) Both secondaryneutraliz_ ions and electrons impact the substrate. (b) Bombardment
of secondary,electrons is largely eliminated by trapping in a transverse magnetic field,
although neutralized secondary ions can still ilnpact on the substrate. (c) Bombardment of
the substrate by secondary ions is controlli'.d by bias voltage (it is not clear which
secondary ions the authorsare considering). (d) Bombardment of both secondary electrons
and ions is eliminated. Again, it is not clear from the discussion presented by Terada et
al. (27) what is the maindifference between (c) 'and(d), although a negative bias in case
(c) would induce ion bombardment from theplasma, which is different than the ._.condary
(neutralized) ionsbeing dL_cussed.

The analysis of filmsdeposited under conditions (a)and (b) yielded compositionsas
indicated in Table 1. Terada et al. (27) show that the suppression of electron
bombard nent in condition (b) resulted in films which are closer to the stoichiometric
compositaon. Note that even without the electron bombardment (b), the negative ion
effects stillcause significantcompositional changes when sputtering at low pressures.

Table 1. Relationship between film compositions and deposition conditions, frora
Terada etal. (27).

Press. Composition Deposited
mTorr (a) (b)

60 Y1.0Ba0.68CUl.0 Y1.0Ba1.8Cu3.0

10 Y1.0Ba0.30Cu0.5 Y1.0Bal.2Cu0.8

The gas pressuremay also play a relevant role in slowing down these secondary electrons.
by collisions with plasma species (mainly ions and neuu'al atoms). Recent work
performed by Auciello et al. (28) indicates that the intensity of the secondary electrons
emitted from YBa2Cu307.x targets exposed to Ar plasmas is significantly reduced as the
gas pressure and distance from the target increase. The secondary elecuon spatial profiles
observed suggest that the effects due to secondary electron bombardment of the growing
f'dmmay be controlled by an appropriate positioning of the substrate (anode) with respect
to the target (cathode)(28).

In any case, film compositional changes (with respect to the target composition)
ha',e been observed in both normal diode (where large number of energetic secondary
electrons emitted from the target reach the substrate) and magnetron sputtering systems
(where secondary electrons tend to be more effectively trappextclose to the target (see Fig.
1)). This indicates that electron bombardment may not be a major contributor to film
stoichiometry alteration, but that bombardment by energetic neutralized oxygen ions (or
other sputtered negative ions) is a dominant phenomenon in both types of plasma-
sputtering systems. If proper sputter-conditioning of the target is not performed,
compositional differencesmay also be due topreferential sputtering of the target.

A commonly used method for correcting changes in film stoichiometry, caused by
neutralized oxygen ion and energetic electron bombardment of ble growing films, is to
use compositionally adjusted targets, as discussed below.

Recently, Geerk et al. (29) have shown that a modified hollow cathode technique,
which they named an "invertedcylindrical magnetron" (ICM) can be used to effectively
eliminate the effects of ooth energetic ions and electrons during growth, this technique
also provides both a higher deposition rate and better uniformity than the typical off-axis
geometry often used. The essential features of the ICM geometry are shown in Fig. 7.
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Note that the substrates are perpendicular to the target surface, eliminating energetic ion
bombardment, and energetic electrons will be collected mainly by the anode. The
deposition uniformity is also improved by the circular symmetry. This technique has
been used to produce epitaxial films of YBa2Cu307. x with excellent superconducting
properties (29). lt appears that this sputtering geometry is the most effective yet applied
for deposition using single compound targets.

Fig. 7. Schematic cross-sectional view of the cathode, targets, magnets and substrates
arrangement in the invertedcylindrical magnetron CICM)sputtering system (Geerk et al.
(29)).

Different targets have been used in plasma spuuer-deposition of high Tc
superconducting f'dms. These can be classified into two main groups, namely:.(a) sintered
oxide and (b) metal or alloy targets. Initially, stoichiometric YBa2Cu30 7 bulk
superconductors were used as targets, but frequ,mflyresulted in deficiencies of Cu (24, 30-
32) or Ba (9, 11, 12, 30, 33) due to resputtering of Cu and Ba from the growing films by
the particle bombardment described in the previous section. Therefore, targets with excess
Ba and/or Cu have been used to achieve the film stoichiometric correx:tions mentioned
above. Specifically, Ba and/or Cu compensated targets with compositions (Y:Ba:Cu) such
as 1:6:7 (31), 1:2:4.5 (24, 32, 34-36), 1:4.4:3 (33), 1:3.2:3.9 (30), 1:3.4:4.6 (37), 1:3:7
(38), 1:4:7 (39), 1:3:6 or 1:2.5:4.5 (40) have been used.

For deposition of the Bi2Sr2CalCu20 8 compound, target compositions such as
2.2:2:2:2.2 have been used (Chen et al.(41)). In order to obtain the higher Tc
Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu30 phase, the addition of Pb dopant is often used (partially substituting for
Bi), and targels of compositions (Bi:Pb:Sr:.Ca:Cu)such as 2:0.36:2.2:2.4:4.4 (Tseng et
aL(42)), 2:0.3:1.6:2.5:3.6 (Lin et a1.(43)),and 2.4:1.5:2:2.2:3 (Hakayura t;t aL(44)) have
been successfully used. Films of the TI2Ca2Ba2Cu3010 compound are generally
spuuered from Tl-rich targets, with compositions such as 2.3:2:2:3 (Hong et vA.(18))and
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2.4:2:2:3 (Subrarnanyam et a1.(45)). Obviously, stoichiometric targets could be used if
there were no spuuer-induc_ compositionaleffects.

An alternative method for stoichiometry adjustment in the film involves the co-
sputtering of both a stoichiometric target and a Ba or Cu target (for Y-Ba-Cu-O growth)
simultaneously exposed to the plasma. Both metallic and oxide targets have been used in
different experiments (31, 46, 47). Other groups have used either ali three metallic
targets for Y-Ba-Cu-O growth (48-51) and Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O growth (Face et al. (52)), or
combinations of metallic and binary alloy targets, such as: Ba2Cu3 and Y (10, 50); YCu,
BaCu, YOu3, and Ba, sputtered in a 1:2 ratio (53); and Y, Cu, and Ba2CuO 3 in a
multitarget magnetron sputtering system (54)i

In plasma sputter-depositions, in which metallic targets havebeen used, oxygen is
generally added during f'dmgrowing. This often has resulted in partially oxidized fdms.
This partial oxidation is, however, not enough to prevent the material degradation upon
exposure to atmosphere, which is particularly critical for YBa2Cu30 7. Attempts have
been made to minimize or eliminate this problem by deposition of a final overlayer of Y,
followed by oxidation in a pure oxygen atmosphere (10), or by immediate post-deposition
in situ or ex situ oxidation of the YBaCu metal films (10). A partial film passivation has
been achieved by these methods. However, further work is necessary to significantly
improve the films resistance toatmospheric-induced degradation.

The use of non-stoichiometric targets, and combinations of binary targets (two
cations), to control film stoichiometry is highly empirical, and their potential to yield
high quality films reproducibly is questionable.

Deposition Parameters

Parameters hitherto identifiedas relevant for plasma-assisted deposition of high Tc
superconducting f'dms include: (a) substrate temperature, (b) oxygen pressure (or activity),
(c) gas pressure, (d) substrate-targetdistance, (e) target geometry, and (0 deposition rat_;.

Substrat_ temperatures used span the range from room temperature to 900 "C.
Two general approaches have been used to deposit high-Tc f'dms(Geerk et al.(29)). I)
Deposition at < 500 'C, which generally produces amorphous film as-deposited, and
require post-annealing in an oxygen ambient at temperatures in the range of 850-950 'C
to obtain the proper phase and oxygen content. T_..ehigh temperature anneal results in
films having very rough surfaces, and provides the opportunity for deleterious film-
substrate interactions. 2) Deposition at higher temperatures, typically about 650-800 "C,
which produces as-deposited superconducting films as long as sufficient oxygenation is
prtwided during growth, followed by lower temperature oxygelJannealing (24, 36). This
technique produces very high quality films having extremely s_,'ioothsurfaces. The use of
higher substrate temperatures yielded non-superconducting pha_.s. On the other hard,
some groups have reported that as-deposited f'dmswith the crystalline orthorhombic phase
were obtained at substrate temperatures as low as 400 "C (55) or 560 'C (56). However,
neither the accuracy of the temperature measurements nor the exact plasma conditions
under which those,films were produced have been clearly established. Both Y-Ba-Cu-O
and Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O fil,ns of high quality have been produced as-deposited, although we
are not aware of any reports of as-deposited films of the thallium based compound,
presumably due to difficu_,._esrelated to the high vapor pressure of TI.

Presently, it is not known what is the lowest temperature that can be used to
obtain as-deposited superconducting films. However, Bormann and Nolting (57) have
shown t,hat under equilibrium conditions, the oxygen pressure required to avoid
decomposition of the Y-Ba.Cu-O perovskite structure increases with increasing substrate
temperature. Hammond and Bormann (58) have shown that for in situ YBa2Cu307-x
growth, this stability criteria appears to be satisfied, indicating that a direct correlation
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exists between substrate temperature and the oxygen pressure necessary to form the
superconducting phase. Because the necessary oxygen pressures appear to be rather high,
numerous attempts are being made to enhance the oxygen activity for film oxygenation
by exposing them to energetic oxygen ions, generated by ion beams or plasmas, or to
sub-eV atomic oxygen or ozone (O3) jets (these issues will be discussed more fully in the
section on film processing), From an analysis of various experiments presented in the
literature related to in situ deposition of YBa2Cu307-x films, it appears that three basic

conditions should be satisfied to produce as-deposited superconducting films, namely: (a)
the deposition should be done with the substrate at a temperature in the range 450-800 'C,
(b) crystallization of the f'dms dttring deposition must be complete, and (c) oxidation of
the films during deposition and/or cooling down period must be sufficient to yield the
correct crystalline phase and oxygen stoichiometry. As already mentioned, the sputtering
parameters must obviously be properly adjusted in order to obtain the proper cation
compositions.

The Y:Ba:Cu ratio needed to achieve a superconducting transition is not ne.cessarily
1:2:3 (due to various possible cation site-substitutions, for example), but the closer to
that ideal ratio the higher the T c and the sharper the transition. Earlier Y-Ba-Cu-O f'tlms,
for instance, that were deficient in Ba and Cu (e.g. 1:1.5:2.5) presented R vs. T curves
very similar to the 1:2:3 material (30). This was explained by considering that the non-
stoichiometric material still had the superconducting orthorhombic structure after an
apl_'ropriate annealing (30). However, other researchers (59) observed that Ba and Cu

deficient films resulted in a semiconducting behavior, above Tc, while Ba rich films
generally resulted in R vs. T ctrrves characteristic of a metal without a superconducting
transition. In addition, it has been observed that the c-lattice parameter can vary in Y-Ba-
Cu-O fih'ns (60, 61). This corresponds to a region of cation solid solution, viz
incorporation of additional Cu-O planes, and is unlike the behavior of sintered ceramic

YBa2Cu3OT. x specimens. The observation of additional sets of Cu-O planes within the
crystal structures of phases of the bismuth and thallium systems abounds, because of the
many phases possible which have similar a-axis lengths but differ only in c-axis length
(Liang et a1.(62)). Therefore, off-composition samples may still appear to be single
phase compounds, although they are often multiple phases which are atomically layered.
Obviously, further work is warranted to clarify the interdependence of composition vs.
crystallographic structure that result in superconducting f'tlms.

The target-substrate geometry is an issue which has received much attention in the
quest for achieving in situ deposition at moderate substrate temperatures. Considerable
spatial inhomogeneity has been observed in the sputtering flux of a plasma environment.
This results in compositional variations across the film surface, as previously shown in
Figs. 3 and 4. This effect is particularly pronounced in plasma systems involving a
parallel plate geometry, lt has been found, for example, that the center of an Y-Ba-Cu-O
film was Y rich, while the fringes contained an excess of Ba. This could be due to either
one or the sum of the "negative ion effects"and different collisional processes, in the
plasma, for sputtered species wifla different masses, which can affect the sputtered flux
distribution foi different species. These effects may be, important according to preliminary
studies recently conducted by Auciello et al. (28). Both thickness profile and concentration
variations of deposited films radially symmetric with respect to the target center location
have been observed (46, 62).

Differences in the angular distribution of sputtered constituents in multicomponent
materials may be a problem with planar targets (63), particularly for high ion
bombardment doses that produce strong topographical changes on the target surface (19),
which partially contribute to these variations through geometric effects (30). Wehner et
al. (63) suggested a unique method for reducing the geometric effects introduced by the
planar target geometry. They used a spherical target exposed to a Hg plasma (Fig. 8).
Advantages ;.hat Wehner et al. (63) claim are particular of this system include: (a) the
spherical geometry, which yields a more uniform sputter-flux angular distribution for ali
components of a multi-element target; (b) the use of a gas having a relatively low
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ionization potential, such as Hg, which allows formation of a Flasma with a low voltage,
reducing the a_eleration of the negative particlesemiue,d from the oxidetarge.ts(0" ions
and secondary electrons, as discussed above), and therefor_ reducing the "negative ion
effect'. Disadvantages to be cozisider_ include: (a) the complexities in fabricating a
Sl_hericaJtarget, and Ct))the use of a Hg plasma, The inverted cylindrical magnetron
sputter-deposition concept described by Geerk e/_a1.(29) appears mbe a more l_ractical
approach to overcoming_e variousdeficiencies of planar,single target sputtering.

The deposition rate may also affect the quality of the resultingfilms. Akune and
Sakamoto (64) observed, for exv.anple,sharp superconducting transitions in Y-Ba-Cu-O
f'dms deposited at low rates, while ethers deposited at higher rates showed broad
trartsidons. However, Wu et a1.(65)have rec.endy produced laser deposited Y-Ba-Cu-O
films havingexcellent quality even at deposition rates as high a_ 14.5nm/s. Therefore, it
is probable that increased deposition rates are. possible fol' sputter deposited films,
although parametez__d',fec_i,_gf'dmcompositionmay need readju.stme.nL

In spite of the relatively large amount of information accumtdated on plasma
sputter-deposition of high Tc superconducting films further work is necessar.¢to better
understand the phe,nomenainvolvedand control the dcposition paramete,'_for optimization
of film characteristics, and to establish the basis for a more reliable comparison with
other techniques.

Fig. 8. Sketch showing a plasma sputter-deposition system with spherical target/planar
substrate geometry. The radius of the sphere is 5 mm and Lhctarge_-substtatedistance 15
mm for this particular system. (a) Is the spherk:al target, Co) is the substrate, (c) is the
plasma sheath, (d) is the Hg plasma, (e) represen_ the negative oxygen ions, and (f) are
the spuuered species (Wehner et al. (63)).
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_._uuer-Deposition

Ion beam spr.',ter-deposition of high Tc superconducting films has been
in,,estigated much less than the methods previouslydiscussed. However, this method is
well suited for deposition of multi-component oxide films such as the high Tc oxide
superconductors, since many of the undeshable effects (substrate bombardment by
energetic negative ions and electrons, impurity introduction in films from plasma-wall
internctionirt the depositionchamber, et_.) alreadydiscussedfor plasma sputter-deposition
ar_ not presen:,or are much smaller in the ion beam sputter-depositio_ case. However,
initial work usir,,g this technique involved the utilization of ion beams under rather
uncontrollable conditions to sputter YBa2Cu307.x bulk superconductor targets.
Improper confinement of the _..zms led to the introductionof impurities, whicl', resulted
in films with low Tc and poor characteristics (66). More rece_i,, other researchers have
used the ion beam sputter-deposition technique to produce high quality films from
sputtering of superconductor targets (67), including the production of as-deposited
superconducting Y-Ba-Cu-O films (23). Again, as in the plasma sputter-deposition
method previously descritred, a rather long pre-deposition sputtering of t}_e
multicomponent targets was necessary in oruer to stabilize the target surface composition.

More recently, an automated ion beam sputter-deposition technique has been
developed(68-7i), whichhas the following features:
(1) High cu._rention beams generated by either a Kaufman-type (72) or a capillaritron
(73) ion sora'ce,which are directed at either 45 "or near normal incidence with respect to
me target surface normal (see Fig. 9). Fundamental studieson ion-solid interactions have
revealed that the optimum geometry depends on the bombarding ions mass and kinetic
energy, and the mass of the sputtered atom being depositedonto the substrate (74).
(2) A rotatable target holderdriven by a computer-controlled ._pper motor, which serves
to sequentially position elemental material (or their single oxide) targets in front of the
sputter-beam (Fig. 9).
(3) A QCR (Fig. 9),which measures the amount of each eleme_tal material deposited and
sends a feedback signal to thecomputer when the pre.programmed_r..e.ssaryamount of an
element, to produce a desired film composition, is reached. The QCR .feedback signal
activates the computer for shutting off the ion beam while rotating the target holder to
position the next target under the beam.
(4) Various computer-oi:ca'arealcontrols to regulate:(a)the introductionof processing gases
( oxygen for example) into the target chamber or in a sub-eV atomic or energetic ion
beam source directed at the substrate, (b) the interposition of shutters or masks between
targets and substrates, (c) the substrate temperature, including rump-up and down cycles,
and (d) other processing steps.

A specially designed computer program (69) is a fundamental component of the
automated ion be.zn_sputter-deposition system. The potential of this technique has
recently been demonstrated by producing superconducting YBa2Cu3OT.x f'dms (71). To
date, the highe,stTc obtained with the automated ion beam spurt-deposition technique,
for as.deposited films, is 88 K as measured by the Meissner effect (70, 75). However,
much work is still needed to optimize the method. In particular, studies on basic ion
beam.solid interaction phenon|ena, re_atedto the elemental targets relevant to this review
(Y, Ba, an_ 7u for example), are necessary. Comprehensiveexperimental and computer
modelling studies, using the TRIM code (76), have recently been initiated in our
laboratory, and first results have been publisb°d (74, 77). Briefly, these studies have
shown that light ions such as Ar+ impacting at 450 with respect to the target surface
normal results in an undesirably high scattered ion flux, involving species with energies
in the hundreds of eV range, when tt_eions impacting on the target have enea'giesin the
range of I000-1400 eV. The flux of rteutralized scattered ions from the target is directedat
the substratc, which leads to a deleterious erosion of, and gas incorporation into, the t'dm
due to the impact of these species, lt was found that by using Kr+ or Xe+ ions, the
star,red ion.seffect can be minimized or eliminated (74, 77). Additionally, A mapping of
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the spuUe.,,-_lflux angular distribution suggests that the QCR and the substrat¢ should be
positioned _ymmetrically with respect to the target surface., normal in order to receive
similar fluxes of sputmred species. Other results presently being analyzed will provide
valuable information for the optimization of the system geometry.

02or rf-or
O_ microwave

Quartzla_ ./l discharge
substrate /'x / ,_

..

Prirm_ry
ion bC_ltm

and stepper motor

I Se_n'_=,Y

lc..", oe.&m

Fig. 9. Schematic of the automated ion beam sputter-deposition system. The computer
monitors the quartz crystal resonator (QCR) output, turns the ion beam off, and rotates
the targets when the desired amount of sputtered material is deposited (Krauss et a1.(57)
and Kingon et al. (58)).

Other groups are now developing ion beam sputter-deposition techniques involving
the use of various beams to sputter elemental materials from different spatial locations
and simultaneously deposit them onto an appropriately situated substrate. However, the
automated ion beam sputter-deposition method described above has some advantages over
those featuring multiple ion beams, namely:
(a) The use of only one ion beam, which simplifies hardware design and reduce cost,
particularly when producing films with more than three components. This makes
computer control more manageable and avoids having to accurately control variotts ion
beam currents simultaneously.
Co)The sputle.re,d fluxes of ali elemental target materials originate, from the same spatial

location in the computer-controlled single ion beam system, which should contribute to
the production of more uniform films across the substrate surface both in thickness and
composition.
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(c) The ion scatteringfluxes and angulardistributionsof the sputtered fluxes may be more
easily controlled in the rdngleion beam system.
(d) The geometry of the single ion beam system permits the installation of oxygen
sources directed at the substrate, and focused beams for in-situ ion, electron, or laser
beam-inducedpatterning.

Compared with the plasma sputter-deposition techniques, the ion beam method
offers the followingadvantages:
(a) A much lower partial pressure of h_purities in the target chamber during deposition,

since the focused beam can be made to mainly interact with the target, _:ontrary to the
plasma sputtering case, where the plasma has a rather strong interaction with the target
chamber walls.
(b) Controllability of the ion angle of incidence with respect to the target surface, and
better control of the ioncurrent and energy.
(c) No negative ion bombardment of the growing film as in the plasma sputter-

deposition case, which requires extra attention in relation to the target-._ubstraterelative
positioning.

F,.IJ.,M PROCESSING METHODS TO ...._RODUCE THE
SUPERCONDUCTING STATE

Initially, a high temperature post-deposition annealing was required to produce
the superconducting crystallographic structure in the deposited films. Subsequently,
different methods were developed to synthesize as-deposited superconducting films. Both
approaches areseparatelydiscussed in the followingsections.

Method 1:Low Tem_rature De_t_sition.Post-D_positionAnnealingandOxygenation

Initial efforts to produce high-Tc thin films utilized low temperature deposition (<
500 'C), required a high temperature ,'mnealtoproduce superconductingf'tlms. Deposition
processes occurring at low temperatures and lowoxygen activities result in amorphous,
often oxygen-deficient, films. The high post-deposition anneal temperatures are
necessary, since crystallization (into YBa2Cu307.x, for example) requires both cation and
anion diffusion. The oxygen stoichiometry of x--Ois achieved by a final anneal at an
intermediate temperature,or by slowly cooling the film from the high t_mperature anr_al,
both processes being conducted in an oxygen atmosphere(78). The post-deposition heat
treatments, for the case of Y-Ba-Cu-O films, were similar for ali deposition methods.
Differences in annealing procedures for forming the bismuth and thallium based
compounds willbe descn'bedseparately.

¥Ba2Cu307.x: Films are usually annealed at 850-950 'C for times running
from a few minutes to several hours, depending on the film thickness and particular
annealing conditions. Higher temperature annealing led to the formation of non-
super_nducting phases. Prolonged heating times appeared to increase the volume fraction
of the perovskite phase in Y-Ba-Cu-O films, but simultaneously, new peaks appeared in
the XRD spectra, which were attributed to either minor phase formation or film-substrate
interaction (8).

An alternative annealing procedure used involved heating the films to lower
temperatures (550-650 "C)for longer periods of time (about 20 h), in order to minimize:
substrate-film reactions (79). However, some researchers claim that the superconductinl;
123 phaseof Y-Ba-Cu-O films does not crystallize,below 700 "C, even for long an|r,..alinl;
times (60 h), and temperatures > 850 'C are necessary (80). The temperature needed fo;
crystallization of the orthorhombic superconducting structure may depend on the
crystallographic structure of the as-deposited f'dms,withamorphous f'dmsneeding higher
temperatures than polycrystalline ones, as well as the ameunt of oxygen in the as.
deposilrdlfilm. Unfortunately, the crystallographic structureof the as-deposited films has
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not been generally characterizzdbefore the annealing step. Therefore, it is presently
difficult to make a criticalanalysis of the damavailable in theliterature. If crystallization
is achieved in as-deposited films at intermediate substrate temperatures (600 'C for
example (81)), post-deposition annealing at relatively low temperatures (350 'C, as
claimed by Hayasieaal. (81), for long periodsof time, may also producesuperconducting
films. In fact, Hayasi et al. (81) claimed that a long annealing at 350 'C resulted in the
formation of a so calledorthorhombic structure I which yielded a higher Tc than a similar
so called orthorhombicstructureII produced at 550 "C.

Y-Ba-Cu-O films produced by sequential evaporation of Y, Ba, Cu layers, were
obtained after annealing at temperatures in the range 650-950 'C for periods of t/me in
the range 2 rain-6 h, dependingon the type of annealir_g (rapid thermal annealing (RTA)
or slow oven treatment) (82-88). Some films deposited under strongly oxidizing
conditions, on the other hand, became superconductors after annealing at relatively low
temperatures (about 500 'C)(89-90).

The substrate material appears to have some influence on the annealing
temperature ne.ce.ssm),to produce an optimized superconducting structure. For example,
Y-Ba-Cu-O f'dmsproduced on SrTiO3 presented the sharpest superconducting transition
after annealing at 930 'C, but the highest Tc were obtained after heat treatments at 870+
900 'C (82, 86, 91). Conversely, it appears that 920 'C is too high a.n annealing
temperattu'eto produce superconducting films deposited onZrO2 (92). Ma et al. (93), on

the other hand, claimed that deposited layered structures such as Cu/BaOP/'203/Ag/SiO 2
were transformed into a superconducting f'dmwhen annezdedat 800 'C but not at 750 or
850 'C. Some researchershavesuggested that a strategy to be tollowed would be to lower
the a_mealing temperature as much as possible, within the thermodynamic conditions
necessary to produce the appropriate crystallographic superconducting struct_e, and
shorten the annealing time in order to minimize the film-substrate interface reaction,
which has been demonstrated is deleterious to the superconducting characteristics of ate
films, lt is not clear, from the published data discussed above, what the accuracy was
with which the annealing temperatures have been measured. This should be clarified,
considering that small differences ht annealing temperaturesappear to have marked effects
on f'dmcharacteristics.

In addition to the annealing temperature, the heating and cooling rates also appear
to be important. High heating rates have been used by many groups. However, some
experiments indicate that superconductingfilm characteristics may be improved by using
slow heating rates during the annealing process (26). lt is not clear yet what physical
and/or chemical characteristicsof the f'tlmsare affected by the heating and cooling rates.
However, some aspects that appear to be resolved for the annealing of Y-Ba-Cu-O films
include:

(a) for films < 1 lull thick, the rate of oxygen intercalation into the lattice is fast enough
to go tocompletion even for fast cooling rates,
(b) the twin structure, which has an effect on the superconducting characteristics of the
f'dms, is affected by thecooling rate,and
(c) an effective oxidation is achieved by heating the films to 400-500 'C in an oxygen
amaosphereat a pressure > 0.2 Torr.
Unfortunately, control of the annealing parameters, according to the published data,
appears to have been largely based on empirical considerations, and it is not clear what
influence numerous annealing cycle steps, introduced by different groups, have on the
superconducting characteristicsof the f'dms.

Annealing times have also been varied within a wide range including a fewminutes
to hours. Relatively short times (1-5 minutes) and low temperatures have been used in
annealing as-deposited multimetal films (50, 53, 94). lt is important to distinguish the
annealing time and temperature for crystallization from the oxygenation time and
temperature. RBS measurements have shown, for example, that oxidation of Y-Ba-Cu
films were complete after 30 minutes at 250 "C, but the formation of the 123 perovskite
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structure required heating the films above 500 'C (50). Other work has shown that the
maximum oxygen uptake rate for Y-Ba-Cu films occurs at about 400 "C(33). However,
work.prior to 1988has to be considered critically, as many experiments were not properly
controlled.

Rapid thermal annealing (RTA) has been investigated by different groups as an
alternative annealing procedure. Unfortunately, researchers have also implemented this
method by relying on empirical bases. This may be a reason for some contradictory
results. In one report, for example, Y-Ba-Cu-O films deposited on Si or SiO2 substrates
exhibited zero resistance at 40-66 K after RTA, which involved heating the films to 920
'C in 5 s, maintaining themat that temperature for 8 s, and finally cooling them to room
temperature in 80 s (95). Ma et al. (93), on the other hand, were able to produce
superconducting films on MgO, by using the'RTA technique, but failed to do the same
for films deposited on Si or SiO2.

Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O: A typical annealing process for obtaining superconducting
Bi2Sr2CaCu20 8 films involved heating at 865 'C for 20 min in 0 2, followed by 850 "C
for 5 hrs (Dhere (96)). Melting of the film occurs during the 865 'C step, which is
effective in improving the film homogeneity. Superconducting films with partial Pb
substitutions for Bi have been obtained by annealing at just below the melt:,ng
temperature (Guarnieri et a1.(97)), and it has been suggested that the Pb partiai
substitution helps to form the Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3010 phase. Although the Pb may
evaporate during the anneal, the higherTc obtained remains intact (Osborne et al.(98)).

The optimum annealing conditions depend on the film composition, as well as on
a complex interrelation betweenannealing dme and oxygen pressure. Face et a1.(52)have
shown that lower temperatureanneals require lower oxygen pressures to be successful. In
fact, the melting temperatureof the Fdmappears to be a function of the oxygen pressure
(Dhere (96)). Clearly, if this material is to be used in any multi-layered devices, melting
would have to be avoided.

TI-Ba-Ca-Cu-O: The annealing process for the thallium based compounds
serves not only the purpose of producing crystzllinity and the proper O content, but must
also serve to bring the TI concentration to stoichiometry. To date, ali films of the
various T1 compounds have required post-deposition anneals in order to produce the
superconducting phase. Typically, films are annealed in a sealed container [such as an
alumina cnJcible (Subramanyamet al.(14) and Cooke et a1.(99)) or quartz tube (Hong et
al.(18))] along with pressed pelletsof the TI-Ba-Ca-Cu-O composition desired, in an air or
oxygen environment. The sealedcontainer keeps the TI containing vapors from escaping,
and the bulk pellets serve to keep the T1partial pressure at the equilibrium value for that
compound. Annealing temperatures vary from 750 to 880 'C, and time,sfrom 5 to 30
minutes appear to be sufficient (Hong et al.(18), Cooke et a1.(99), and Subramanyam et
aJ.(]4)).

Method 2: In Situ De_sitionwithout Post-Processing

The high temperaturepost-deposition anneal can result in deleterious substrate-f'dm
interactions, making this particular process incompatible with the Si-based semiconductor
technology. Therefore, much work has been directed during the past two years at
modifying the techniques discussed above to produce as-deposited crystalline
superconducting films at substrate temperatures _<600 'C (25, 89, 100-106).Production
of films at substrate temperatures _<600 'C is critical for the application of high T c
superconducting fitrns to device technologies, particularly the Si-based semiconductor
technology, l_esently, much success has been achieved in the production of as-deposited
films of both Y-Ba-Cu-O and Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O. Thallium based materials have not been
superconducting as-deposited to date, presumably due to difficulties related to the high
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vapor pressure of th allium. The in situ deposition of YBa2Cu307-x has been
investigated most intensively to date, and is the main focus of the following discussion.

For the deposition of in situ Y-Ba-Cu-O, it appears that the most critical factors
are the control of substrate t_mperature and oxygen pressure. Bormann and Nolting (57)
have determined the conditions of temperature and pressure under which the perovskite
phase is thermodynamically stable (with respect to decomposition into other oxides).
Somewhat surprisingly, it has been shown by Hammond and Bormann (58) that films
pt_xlucedin situ, by a variety of researchers, fall with,in this stability region. Therefore,
all'_ough thin fdm deposition is a very non-equilibrium process by nature, the aspects of

oxygen incorporationand phase stability appear to be governed by thermodynamiccriteria
at these higher deposition temperatures. From this equilibrium criteria, films depositedat
700 'C require an oxygen partial pressure greater than 20 mTorr in order to obtain the
(tetragonal) perovskite structure (increasing the 02 pressure during cooling is sufficient
for obtaining the orthorhombic, superconducting, phase). Because some types of vacuum
processes can not operate at these high required pressure.,:,researchers are investigating the
use of more active forms of oxygen species. Because the oxygen activity, or chemical
potential, is the real factor to be considered, lower fluxes of more active species should be
.dequa_

Different methods, depending on the deposition technique used, have been utilized
to dynamically introduce oxygen into the growing film in order to produce as deposited
high Tc superconducting films at the lowest possible substrate temperature. Some
examples are the use of active oxygen from plasma discharges or the use of ozone(107).
Although not directly related to this paper, it is relevant to discuss the film oxygenation
methods developed for the laser ablation-deposition technique because of the insight that
can be gained in relation to applying similar approaches for sputter-deposition techniques.
Witanachchi et al. (101), for example, first demonstrated the use of an oxygenated laser-
induced plasma-assisted deposition method for producing as deposited Y-Ba-Cu-O
superconducting f'dmsat about 400 'C. They located a positively biased (about 300-400
eV) platinum ring in front of a grounded target, which was used to sustain an oxygenated
plasma triggered by the laser-induced plasma plume from the target, in combiru_tionwith
an oxygen jet directed at the substrate and passing through the ring (Fig. 10). The high
voltage between the ring and the target was used to sustain the oxygenated plasma at 0.1-
0.5 mTorr of oxygen pressure in the deposition chamber. The hypothesis proposed by
Witanachchi et al. (101) was that atomic oxygen both in neutralized and ionized state
created in the oxygenated plasma was dynamically introduced in the growing f'flm,leading
to the production of as-deposited superconducting films at low substrate temperature.
Several groups are now using this laser ablation deposition technique, even though none
of them have reported producing as-deposited superconducting films at temperatures as
low as 400 'C, as originally claimed by Witanachchi et al. (101). Roas et al. (108), for
example, reported the synthesis of as-deposited superconducting films at substrate
temperatures in the range 650-780 'C, where, according to the authors, the laser pulsed
beam itself seemed to activate the oxygen present in the deposition chamber. Moreover,
there has not been a confirmation of the results reported by Witanachchi r_tal. about the
production of as-deposited superconducting films at 400 'C. The data dtscussed above
implies that more systematic work, involving careful measurements of substrate
temperature and control deposition parameters, is needed to better understand the
underlaying mechanism responsible for the observed results, and to reliably establishthe
limits of the low temperature deposition technique. Initial work in this direction has
recentlybeen reported, as dk_ussed below.

Kanai et al. (109) produced as deposited high Tc films on substrates at 480 'C, by
laser (ArF, 193 nm) ablation deposition in the presence of a N20 atmosphere. The
reason for using N20 instead of 02 for example is because the ArF laser, which fulfilled
the double function of ablating the target and activating the oxygen, is much more
effective, by about four orders of magnitude, in dissociating N20 (the absorption cross
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section at 193 nm is about 10"19 cm 2 according to Koren et al. (110)) than 02 (the

absorption cross section at 193 nm is about 10 .23 cm2, Koren et al, (110)). The effective
dissociation of N20 results in a substantial amount of activated oxygen, for incorporation
into the growing films, This laser'induced oxygen activation effect, has been recently
demonstrated in an elegant experiment performed by Koren et al. (110). A Nd-YAG laser
was used to ablate a YBa2Cu307, x target, while an AtF laser beam (directed parallel to

the substrate surface,,) intersected the ablation plume, during the deposition of films either
in an 02 or an N20 atmosphere. These experiments demonstrated the following:

(a) Films deposited on SrTiO 3 at 600 'C in an 02 atmosphere, with or without the AtF
activation laser, presented a semiconducting behavior without transition to the
superconducting state down to 35 K (Fig. 11a), while those deposited in an N20
atmosphere on similar substrates at the same temperature, with or without the ArF
activation laser, showed superconducting transitions with Tc and transition width
depending on the particular deposition conditions (Fig. 1lh).
(b) The time of arrival of Y, Ba, Cu, and O at the substrate surface is critical for
producing films with better superconducting characteristics, i.e., the best films were
obtained under conditions that resulted in the simultaneous arrival, at the substrate
surface, of species ablated from the target and the activated oxygen (Fig. 1 lb). The
timing of species arrival at the substrate surface was controlled by an appropriate delay
between the ArF laser pulse in front of the substrate and the Nd:YAG laser pulse used to
ablate the target. The best films were obtained when this delay time coincided with the
time of flight of the ablated species between the target and substrate, under the particular
background gas pressure conditions (Fig. 1 lb).

The experimental data described above indicates that the spatial location and
formation time of the activated oxygen atoms may be critical to their effective
incorporation into the growing film, since atomic species created further away from the
substrate may be subjected to a high rate of recombination due to the necessary relatively
high pressures in the deposition chamber.

Mizuno et al. (111) used an Ar+O 2 plasma to sputter-deposit polycrystaUine Y.Ba-

Cu-O films on GaAs (100) having a CaF 2 buffer layer. The substmte temperature was

kept at about 450 'C during deposition, and subsequently dropped to 250 'C for 30
minutes followed by a slow cooling in an 0 2 atmosphere after deposition, which
produced an as deposited high Tc superconducting film, although with a relatively low Tc

(45 K). In this case, the activated oxygen was produced by the plasma established
between the superconductor target (cathode) and the substrate (anode). A possible reason
for the relatively low Tc obtained may have been the bombardment of the growing film
by negative oxygen ions and secondary electrons from the target, which can produce
deleterious compositional changes as it has been demonstrated by different groups
(Rossnagel and Cuomo (12), Terada et al. (27). These results indicate that not ali sources
of activated oxygen will be viable alternatives for the production of high quality as
deposited superconducting t'dms.

J Berkeley et al. (107) explored an alternative method to dynamically introduce
oxygen into growing f'dms. They used an ozone jet directed at the substmte to produce as
deposited Y-Ba-Cu-O superconducting films. Films deposited at 590 "C and 700 'C
presented T c at 40 K and 80 K respectively.

Electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) sources have been particularly effective in

allowing in situ deposition of YBa2Cu307.x, as demonstrated by Moriwaki et al, (25)
and Aida at al. (47). These researchers utilized electron beam evaporation in conjunction
with ox,ygen from an ECR source directed at the substrate. The dominant species in the

oxygen plasma near the substrate was identified to be O2+, and the electron temperature
estimated (by Langmuir probe) to be - 8 eV. The ECR source is also known to yield a
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significant concentration of oxygen radi "cals,Crystalline YBa2Cu307. _ were produced at
substrate temperatures as low as 450 'C,

HEATER

ABLA_L___ @BSTRATE

Fig. 10. Schematic of the laser ablation-deposition system used for producing as deposited
high Tc superconducting films at low substrate temperature (Witanachchi et al. (101)).
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Fig. 11. (a) Resistivity vs. temperature for Y-Ba-Cu-O films deposited on SrTiO 3 at 600

'C in 0.2 Torr of 02 using a Nd:YAG laser (355 nm, 3.2 J/cre2) to ablate the target, and
an ArF (193 nm) excimer laser to irradiate the 02 gas in front of the target. Co) Same

deposition conditions as in (a) but in an N20 atmosphere; film (1)was deposited without

the ArF laser irradiation of N20, while (2) aJld (3) were produced with ArF laser (17

mJ/cm 2) irradiation, time delayed with respect to ,he ablation laser pulse by 1.6 Its and
10 Its respectively (Koren et al. (110)).
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Aidactal.(47)alsodemonstrate.dthatinthecaseoftheevaporationofcopper
alone,Cu metalisdepositedina molecularoxygenatmosphere(2x I0"2'Torr)and
temperaturesashighas600 'C.Thisisconsistentwiththeknown thermodynamic
stabilityof Cu as a functionofoxygenpartialpressure.However,CuO hasbeen
depositedon substratesevenatroomtemperatureinthepresenceof"active"oxygen
originatingfromanECR plasma.ThisstudyemphasizestheoxidativeabilityoftheECR
plasma,andfurthe,rmorcindicatesthatadditionalenergy,probablyderivedfromtheoxygen
ions,canincreasethemobilityofdepositedspeciesonthefilmsurface.

TheECR sourcehasalsobccnusedina novelsputteringgeometrybyGotoctal.
(I12).Thlssputter-depositionmethodhastheadvantagethatthesubstrateisnotdirectly
exposedtotheplasma,whicheliminatesany possibledamagein thefilmdue to
bombardment by energetic ions from the plasma.

The studies discussed above indicate that the dynamic incorporation of activated
oxygen may be fundamental for producing as-deposited highTc superconducting films at
relatively low substrate temperatures. However, further work is necessary to better
understand the complex processes involvedin the activated oxygen-assisted deposition of
superconducting films, and to control them for producing the high quality films that are
necessaryfor device fabrication.

An important point to be considered,when analyzing data presented in the literature
in relation to in situ low temperature deposition of high 'rc superconducting films, is
how the substrate temperature is measured. We have found in our laboratory that
measurement of the substrate temperature is nota trivial matter and substantial errors may
occur depending on the measuring technique. Unfortunately, the substrate temperatures
quoted in the literature may not be accumminmany cases.

PROPERTIES OF FILMS

Fundamental properties of films, such as the transition temperature Tc and
transition width, and critical current densities Jc, depend largely on stoichiometry and
crystaUinestructure. These can be affected by film-substrate interactions as well as the
substrate crystallography and quality, the latter two including lattice matching to the
films, and the type and number of defects, respectively, rt is therefore relevant to ftrst
consider the substrates that have been used todeposit sup,rconducting films by different
techniques, and the film-suostrate interactions occurring during deposition and in the
subsequent annealing process,when required,before critically discussing the properties of
films as synthesized by various techniques.

Substrates andSubstrate-Filrn Interactions

Y.Ba-Cu-O: Many materials have been used as substrates for Y-Ba-Cu-O films,
namely: glass, quartz, Si, A1203, sapphire, gadolinium gallium garnet (CK}G),MgO,
2MgO.SiO 2, Yttria stabilized cubic ZrO2, BaF2, BaTiO3, Ti9020 , SrTiO3, Sr2TiO4,
LaGaO3, and LaAIO3. High quality films have been obtained using many of these
substrates, especially those having good lattice matching with the film, such as SrTiO3,
LaAIO3, and LaGaO3. For example, films exhibiting Tc > 70 K have been synthesized
on sapphire (Hong ct al.(8), Scheuermann ct al. (53)), MgO (Aida ct al. (47), Adachi ct
al. (24), Cucmo et al. (113), Burbidgect al. (62)), ZrO2 (Cuomo ct al. (113), Bruyereet

al. (37), Wiesmann ct al. (59)), BaF2 (Cuomoct al. (113), Yee ct al. (114)), BaTiO3 (Lee
ct al. (115)), Si Ct..cect al. (I 15)), LaGaO3 (Sandstrom ct al. (116)), LaAIO3 (Simon ct
ai. (117)), and LiNbO3 (Holder etal. (140)).

A strong interdiffttsion of elements at mc film-substrate interface can occur because
of the relatively high temperatures involved. Forexample, glass, quartz, Si, and GCd3,are
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reactive substmw.s,and YBa2Cu307. x fdms deposited on them have generally not shown
superconductivity aftera hightemperature anneal (Ai_ ct al. (47), Houdy ct al. (118), Lin
et al, (55). This is often due, to a large extent, to a strong reactive segregation of
different film components. For example, films deposited on Si have shown a strong
concentration of Y on the surface, Ba in the middle, and Cu rich layers at the film-
substrate interface (Lee ct 'al. (9)). On the other hand, annealing of films deposited on
quartz resulted in Cu, Y, and Cu rich layers at the surface, middle, and film.substrate
interface layers, respectively; Ba in these films penetrated into the substrate and only a
small amount was retained in the films.

In relation to substrate diffusion into the f'tlms, the transport of Si from quartz into
YBa2Cu3OT.x appears to be stronger than that of AI from sapphire or Mg from MgO
(Nakajima et al. (I 19). However, more systematic work is necessary to elucidate some
apparent inconsistenciesregarding results from different groups. For example, contrary to
the strong diffusionof Si observed by Nakajima et al. (119), other researchers (Lee et al.
(115) have recently claimed that they succeeded in producing as-deposited Y-Ba-Cu-O
superconducting films on Si at temperatures in the range600-700 'C. They indicated that
no significant diffusion of Si from the substrate into the film was observed at
temperatures _;650 'C. Also, post-deposition RTA has yielded superconducting Y.Ba-
Cu-O films on Si and SiO2 substrates (Aslam et al.(120), and no diffusion of Si into the
films was observed.

Polycrystalline and single cE,stal A120 3 (sapphire) have also been used as
substrates. Film-substrate reactions have been observed for Y-Ba-Cu-O films at
temperatures above 700 'C with the interfacial foITnationof BaAI204. Films with non-
superconducting properties or low Tc have been produced on both amorphous and
polycrystalline alumina (Makous et al. (10), Shah and Carcia (11), Cuomo et al. (113),
Lanchbery (46), Bao et al. (83), Tsaur etal. (84)). Auger electron spectroscopy (AES)
sputter.-depth profile analysis has shown that annealed films on alumina tend to have
several layers, i.e., the surfacecontains Ba, Cu aJ_texcess Y, followed by intermediate Y,
Ba, and Cu rich layers. Additionally, enhanced concentrations of Ba and AI have been
observed at the film-substrate interface suggesting the tormation of aluminates. An
a,'lditional problem related to the interaction of AI20 3 substrates with 123 films is the
tendency of A1to enhance the formation of the tetragonal non-superconductingphase even
if present in small amounts (Hu et al. (39)). The substrate temperature is particularly
critical in controlling the characteristics of films deposited on alumina, as it has been
demonstrated for 123 films. For films on sapphire, the resistivity decreased when the
substrate temperature was reduced from 900 "C to 770 °C, most probably because of a
reduced film-substralz interaction. However, the film resistivity increased for annealing
temperatures ,: 770 'C due to incomplete formation of the orthorhombic 123 phase
(Stam_ _ al. (121)).

High quality fdms have been grown on 7.,rf_, MgO, and particularly on SrTiO3,
with the highest reported values of Tc being in the range 80-90 K (Liou ct al. (122), de

Vries et al. (123)). These three substrates are genen"ly less reactive than A1203, Si, or
SiO2. However, interface analyses have shown that Mg, Zr, Sr, and Ti still diffuse into

Y-Ba-Cu-O films (Cuomo et al. (113), Houdy et al. (118), and Nakajima e_ al. (119)).
However, these elements appear to have less effect in relation to suppressing
superconductivity in the films, particularly Sr, which substitute.sY in the orthorhombic
phase.

LaCJaO3 and LaAIO3 havebeen investigated as substrate candidatesmainlybecause
of their favorabledielectric properties, which make them good candidatesfor applications
in certain high frequencydevices. These substrates also present a good lattice and thermal
expansion match to YBa2Cu307.x . Many groups have obtained good results with these
substrates. Some other recently reported candidates as substrates for microwave
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applications include SrLaAIO4 (Brown et al.(124)) and C'aNdAIO4 (Berkowski et
al.(lZS)).

Bi and Ti compounds: In general, these films _re deposited on similar
substrates as the YBa2Cu307.x films. For example, Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O films have been
successfully deposited (using vaJious techniques) on MgO (Sugimoto et a1.(126),
Hakuraku et a1.(44),and Sullivan et ",d.(127)),SrTiO3 (Eckstein et a1.(128) and Chen et
al.(41)), and LaGaO3 (Chen et al.(41)), to name a few. Some examples of substrates
successfully used for T1-Ba.Ca-Cu-O film growth incYudeMgO and S,'TiO3 (Lee et
al.(129), Hong et al.(18)), ZrO 0-.ee (129)), and L.aAIO3(Subramanyam et a1.(45) and
Hammond.et al.(130)).

Some of the more technologically feasible substrates, such as $1, inte,xtiffusewith
the superconducting layer. Therefore, researchers have tried to minimize or eliminate that
interaction by depositing a buffer layer on topof the substrate. There is also often a need
to deposit films on conducting surfaces, which can be achieved by the use of conducting
buffer layers. Buffer layers investigated until now include: Cu, Ag, Au, PL Nb, Ni, Ti,
Vn, NbN, MgO, Y203 , SiO2, TiOs:, ZrO2, Ta205, RuO2, SrTiO 3, BaTiO3 and
MgAI20 4 (Lee et al. (9), Makous et al. (10), Hu et al. (39), Gurvitch and Fiory (50),
Miura et al. (54), Burbidge et al. (62), Stamper et ai. (121), Jia and Anderson (13I), and
Wu et al. (1_1), Berezin et ai. (142), Yi et al. (143)). Desirable characteristics of a buffer
layer include: (a) chemical inactivity, (b) barrier against film-substrate species
interdiffusion, (c) lattice matching to substrate, for epitaxial growth of both the buffer
layer and the 123 film.

Ag, Au, and Nb buffer layers have been used to improve the superconducting
properties of YBa2Cu307-x films, and successful substrate/buffer combinations reported
in the literature include ZrO2/Ag, MgO/Nb, MgO/Ag, and MgO/Au. Myoren et al.(132)
have shown that high quality YBa2Cu307-x can be obtaine._on Si(100) using a yttria-
stabilized zirconia (YSZ) buffer, and use of a Y203/YSZ bilayer buffer on Si produced

films with a Jc(77 K) of lxl06 A/cre2. Another interesting buffer layer enabling sputter
deposition of YBa2Cu307. x on Si is RuO2 (Jia and Anderson (131)). They achieved
films with zero resistance at 79K using a deposition temperature, of only 500 'C.
Although these films are polycrystalline and not highly oriented, this is a very promising
result (one must, however,be wary of reportedsubstrate temperatures). ,

Noble metals have also been used as buffer layers for Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O films. Silver
has shown to be a promising buffer material, although the use of Au and Pt proved
unsuccessful (Matthiesen et a1.(133)). In general, more work is needed to better
understand the behaviorof the various buffer layers, and how their properties are affected
by changes in depositionconditions.

_'o_rties of S0allter-Deposite_lFi,hI_

Sputter-deposited films of ali classes of the high-Tc compounds have generally
exhibited a strong texture. Nearly epitaxial grown films, with the e and/or a-axes
parallel to the substrate surface, have been obtained after high temperature annealing
(about 900 'C) on (100) SrTiO3 substrates (Hirochi et al. (134), and Sandstrom et al.
(26)). YBa2Cu307-x films deposited on (100) SrTiO3 have shown a-axis orientation
perpendicular to the substrate when deposited at rather low substrate temperatures (-700
'C), with the orientation shifting to c-axis growth at higher substrate temperatures,
around 800 'C (Geerk et al.(29)). On the other hand, f'dmssynthesized on (110) SrTiO3
have shown a crystalline texture such that the c-axksof each crystal is oriented parallelto
one of the tlu'ee <100> directions of the (1lf'i ' abstrate, near the interface. Additionally,
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highly oriented (c-axis perpendicular to thesubstrate surface) Y-Ba-Cu-O f'dmshave been
producedon MgO, Z_, Bal=2, LaAIO3 and I.,aGaO3 substratesand on oriented Pt buffer
layerson AI203 substrates (Adachiet al. (24), Yee et al. (114), Teradaet al. (27), Tanaka
and Itozaki (135), Hatta et al. (136), Wiesmann et al. (59), SandsUx_met al. (116), Simon
etal. (117).

Because the high temperaturesuperconductorsare anisotropic, the film orientation
will influence the observed electrical properties. For example, the Jc (4.2K) of

YBa2Cu307. x may be > 107 A/cre2 along the a-b plane, while being only 104 to 105

A/cre2 along the e direction (Braginski et a1.(137)). Highly oriented (e-axis) sputter
deposited films obtained recently by Myoren et al.(132) on Si (topped with a Y203/YSZ

buffer layer) exhibited Jc's of lxl07 at 4.2 K and lXl06 A/cm2 at 77 K. Randomly

oriented Y-Ba-Cu-O films, on the other hand, have exhibited Jc values in the range 105-

106 A/cm2 at 4.2 K and 103-104 A/cre2 at 77 K (Silver et al, (51), Shah and Carcia
(11)). Possibly the highest Jc measured on sputter-deposited films of the Y-Ba-Cu-O

class of compounds is 2.54 x 106 A/cre2 at 77 K, which has been achieved in a highly
onented (001) HoBa2Cu307. x film deposited on a (001) MgO substrate (Tanaka and

Itozaki (135)). A Jcof about 1.5 x 106 A/cna2 was maintained in this film even when
exposed to a magnetic field of 1.0 T. Other workers have recently demonstrated films

having Jc's of lxl06 A/cm2 at magnetic fields as high as 7 Tesla (Qiu et a1.(138)_. In
general, the highest quality f'dms(high Tc, Jc, and smooth surfaces) have been obtained
using the in situ deposition route,avoiding high temperature anneals.

Highly oriented (e-axis) sputtered films of the bismuth and thallium compounds
have also been produced, having high Jc's as weil. TI2Ba2Ca2Cu3010 films deposited

on SrTiO3, having a Tc of 116 K, have a Jc (Tc= 100 K) of lxl05 A/cre 2 (Hong et
al.(18)). However, these films are post-processed using a high temperature anneal. Bi-Sr-
Ca-Cu-O films containing mixtures of the Bi2Sr2CaCu208 and Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3010

phases (Tc -81 K) show Jc's of 3x106 A/cm2 at 4.2 IL and 8x104 A/cm2 at 77 K

(Hakuraku et a1.(44)). Highly oriented Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3010 films, containing many
intergrowth layers (excess,or lack of, CuO planes periodically) have been obtained having
a Tc of 95 K and a Jc (77 K) of 3.4x106 A/cm2 0tozaki et a1.(139)).

Sputter-deposited films have generally shown sharp transitions to zero resistivity.
However, a sharp transition should not be interpreted as indicative of a film containing
only the superconducting phase. A few percent of the superconducting phase is enough to
produce a sharp transition, provided that the gains are in contact with each other.
Meissner effect measurements are necessary to determine the total fraction of the
superconducting phase in a film. Very few Meissner effect measurements have been
reported for sputter-deposited films until now, many of which have shown wide
transitions. However, the highly oriented films having large Jc's are evidently very
homogeneous, ,althoughgenerallyonly resistive measurements have been performed.

C O_NCL USION S

A limited review has been presented here on sputter-deposition techniques for
production of high Tc superconductingfilms. Recent results show that high quality films
can be obtained, even on Si substrates with the use of proper buffer Myers. The use of
sputter deposition has proved feasible for the growth of in situ films of both Y-Ba-Cu-O
and Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O compoundsat moderate substrate temperatures. However, much work
is still neededto understand manyof the basic processes occurring during film deposition.
This understanding is fundamentalfor achieving the necessary control in film synthesis,
which will lead to applications in device fabrication. Outstanding issues that need to be
addressedare:
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(I)Controloftheuniformityoffilmcompositionandthicknessacrossextendedare._.
This is critical for the integration of high Tc superconducting films with the current
microelectronicstechnology.
(2) Production of as-deposited superconducting films at the lowest possible substrate
temperature. This is also critical for the integration of these films with the current
microelectronics technology mainly based on silicon.
(3) Integration of the deposition techniques with patterning methods for the fabrication of
device,s based on high T_ superconducting films. In relation to this issue, much work is
also needed to develop and optimize patterning techniques, although some work has
alreadybeen done on this topic.

Given the pace at which research on high T c superconducting films has been
developing, relevant advancescan be expected in thenear future.
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